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ABSTRACT 
We consider a central control telephone switching system 

having 8 processors each of which is connected to a line. A stream 
of calls are generated by a Poisson process with parameter.>. . A call 
finding all 8 lines busy upon its arrival enters a pool of unsatisfied 
calls. These milling calls generate a stream of retrial requests from 
the first-attempt request stream. This milling situation is impor
tant in telephony where customers receiving a busy signal will be 
likely to repeat their requests until they are successful. In this pa
per, a bivariate Markov chain is developed, describing such milling 
phenomena. Based on the row-continuous Markov chain procedure 
oof Keilson, Sumita and Zachmann (1981), numerical procedures are 
then developed for calculating various performance measures of in
terest. An APL computer software is also given with full details. 
A numerical example illustrates the use of the software. 

o. Introduction 
In the ordinary queueing system, customers that arrive while 

the service system is entirely occupied may be held in a queue. A 
waiting customer can be accepted as soon as the service system 
becomes available to him . In communication ~,ystems, however, 
one often encounters another type of qucueing situation where the 
customer can only call in and test, the state of the system. The 
customer enters the service if possible. Wll{'1i t.hc service system 
is occupied, the customer cannot wait and enters a pool of milling 
unsatisfied customers generating a stream of repeat requests for 

service . 
,This milling situation is import,ant in telephony where cus-

tomers receiving a busy signal will likely repeat their requests until 
they are successful. Such queueing systems with retrials have been 
studied extensively, see e.g., Cohen [1], Kei lson, Cozzolino, and 
Young [3], Kosten [5], RiOlodan [G]' Syski [7], Wilkinson [8], and 

others~ 
III this paper, we consider many-server sy::;tem::; with no wait

ing, Poisson arrivals, exponential service, and dilfcrellt exponential 
interarriva.l distributions for first attcmpts and repeat attempts. 
The possibility that a milling customer may give up a.nd leave the 
system is also considered. As we will see, tht: Illod.el can. be fOl'~U
lated as a bivariate Markov chain in continuo lls tunc with desITed 
skip-free property. The row-continuous Mark.)v chain procedure 
developed by Keilson, Sumita, and ZaclUll<LUIl [01] is therefore ap
plicable. The main purpose of the paper is to develop an efficient 
computer software for evaluating various pJ'ob;1bi.listic cutities of 
interest using the row-continuous Ma.t·kov chaiu procedure. 

In Section 1, the underlying model i" descril.>ell. Although a 
central telephone control switching system is cl it'C'I:;sed for concrete
ness, the software is applicable to other ~itllilar lllollels. In Section 
2 relevant results on the row-continuous Marlwv chain procedure 
a~e summarized for the reader's convenience from Keilson, Sumita, 
and Zachmann [4] . A computer software is developed in Section 3 
using APL as a programming language. A numerical example is 

also given. 

t This work has been partially supported by GTE Labo
ratories, Waltham, Massachusetts. 

School of Business Administration 
University of California at Berkeley 
CA 94720, U.S.A. 

1. Model Description 

We consider a central control telephone switching system 
having 8 processor~ each of which is connected to a line. A stream 
of calls are generated by a Poisson process with parameter .>.. Ser
vice time of each call is exponentially distributed with parameter 
f-L. A call finding all 8 lines busy upon its arrival enters a pool 
of unsatisfied calls. These milling calls gencral,c it stream of re
trial requests from the first-attempt request stream. The milling 
process is described by two parameters (8, / ). A milling call tries 
again with probability 8, and gets discouraged leavi ng system with 
probability 1-8. Cycle time between attempts is exponcntially dis
tributed with parameter /. All random variables are indepedent of 
each other. Let 

(1.1) M(t) = number of busy liues a.t f,illlc t, 

and 

(1.2) R(t) = number of milling calls at titlle t. 

A call finding M(t) = 8 and R(t) = R upon its arrival is lost. 
Then the bivariate process (M(t), R(t)) becomes a finite Markov 
chain on M X R = {(rn,r) : 0::; rn::; 8,0::; r::; R} governed by 
the transition rates given ill Figure 1. 
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Figure 1: transition rates of (M(t), R(t)) 

This model can be analyzed via the row-Colltinu ous t..,brkov chain 
procedure developed by Keilson, Sumita, a.nd Za.dl1llann [4]. Var
ious probabilistic entities of interest can be lIumerically evaluated 
via the procedure as we will see. 

2. Row Continuous Markov Chains 
In this section, we describe some results from Keilson, 

Sumita, and Zachmann [4] . The discussion is rest,ricl.ed to the 
results which are directly relevant to the model givell in Section 1. 

Consider a bivariate Markov process JY..(l) 0:= (M(t) , R(t)) on 
N =M X R where M(t) on M = {m: 0 ::; rn ::; 8} alld H(t) on R 
= {r: 0::; r::; R}. Suppose that JY..(t) is govel'lletl by the transition 
rate matrix !!.. = (1IIm.r)( rnl.r/)) which is an N X N matrix where 
N = (8 + 1) X (R + 1). This is equivalent to sayiug that, the dwell 
time of l{(t) at (rn, r) is expollelltially disLributcd with parameter 
IIln£.l·) = L IIlm.r)(m/.r / )· This process 1Y.(t) then visits the state 

(rnl .r / ) 

(rn', r') next with probability V(m .r )(rnl.rl)/ V(m .r)' 
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We a.8sume that R(t) is skip free in the row directions, i.e., 

(2.1) v(m,r)(ml,r') = 0 if Ir' - rl > 1. 

2.1 Structure of N(t) = (M(t), R(t)) 

Because of the skip-free property in LIte IUW directions, the 
structure of K(t) is of a generalized birth-death process type in 
the following sense. Let 

(2.2) ~: = (v:m,~)j v:mn = v(m.r)(",r+1), 

(2.3) ~~ = (v~: mn)j v~"nn = v(m.r)(".r), 

(2.4) g; = (v;mn)j v;mn = v(m.r)(",I·-1)· 

We note that ~:, which is an (8 + 1) X (8 + 1) matrix, represents 
the transitions from the r - th row of the state space N = M x R to 
the (r + 1) - st row. Similarly ~ represents the transitions within 

the r - th row and g; from the r - th row to the (r - 1) - st row. 
The bivariate process K(t) is then governed by 

[~ 
v+ Q 
=0 

-1 ~1 v O v+ 
=1 =1 

(2.5) ~= 

~;-l vO j. 

=R-1 !;;R - 1 

2 ~7. 
VII 
~.::R 

(8 + I)(R + 1) x (8 + I)(R -I- 1). 
One easily sees that ~ has the structure of Lhe mat.rix version of 
the birth-death process. Let the diagonal matrix ~Dr be defined 
by 

(2.6) 

where vO:mn = 0 and vii:mn = O. We further define 

(2.7) ( ~DO ~D1 2 ) 
~D = 

2 ~DR 

The infinitesimal generator 2: of K(t) is then given by 

(2.8) 2: = -~D + ~. 
Let £(t) = (p(m.r)(m'.r') (t)) be the transition probability matrix 
of KTt), i.e., p(m.r.)(m' .r') (t) = P(K(t) = (rn', r')IK(O) = (rn, r)). 
One then has 

(2.9) ~(t) = e'~/ and ;k~(t) = ~(t)2:' 
By treating each row as a probabilistic entity, we decompose the 
state probability vector ET (t), i.e .. , 

(2.10) 

where i'(t) is an (8 + 1) vector whose m - th component is 

P(K(t) = (rn,r)). It can be readily seen that pT(t) = pT(O)£(t) 
and the forward equations are obtained from (2.9) as 1tET(t) 
ET (t)2. l<rom (2 .5), (2.7)' and (2.8), one then sees that 

(2.11) 

(2.12) 

(2.13) 

~ T ( ) _ _ T ( ) T (t) 0 • T (t) -dt Eo t - Eo t ~DO + Eo ~ + 121 ~l' 

d _pT(t) = _ pT(t)~ + pT(t)~I~ 
dt-r -r -Dr - r - I 

+ r;-1 (t)~:_ 1 + r;'+ l. (t) ~;+ l' 
1:::; r:::; R-1. 

The matrix version of the birth-death process type structure can 
be seen explicitly in (2 .11) through (2.13). 

2.2 Row-wise First Passage. Time DistributioIls 

Let s;t;mn (t) be the n - th component of Lite vedor density for 
the first passage time from (rn, r) to {(n, r -I- 1) : n E M}. The 
downward first passage time density s;::"ut (t) i~ defined ~ill1ilarly. 

Let 

(2.14) ~:(t) = (s;t;mn(t)) 

(2.15~ ~;(t) = (s;:;m,.(t)) 

which are matrix p.d.f.' s. Then 

(2.16) ~: = Iooo ~: (t)dt and~; = It ~; (t)llt 

are stochastic matrices. The corresponding matrix Laplace trans

forms are defined by 

(2.17) 

g:(s) = 10
00 

e-att(t)dt 

g;(s) = 10
00 

e-at,·(t)dt. 

The associated moment matrices are also defined by 

(2.18) 

We note that 

(2.19) s+ = 0'+(0)' 11-+ = -~O'+(s )1 --
=r r '=r ds=r ,' ·--0 

and 

(2.20) 

(~nmn is the probability that the process reaches the (r + l)st 
row for the first time at (n, r + 1) given that the process starts at 
(rn, r). 11-+ is the corresponding first moments and hence 

=r 

gives the mean first passage time of K(t) from (rn, r) to any state 
in the (r + 1) - st row. 

To evaluate~:, ~,t;;;, and {;; efficiently, we illtroduce a lossy 

process K;(t) on {(rn,r): rn E M} obLa.ined by censoring transi
tions going out of the r - th row. The infinitesimal genera.tor Q. 
of K; (t) is given by =r 

(2.21) Q·=-v + vo. 
=r =Dr = r 

Hence, K;(t) has the transition probability J.l:)(,rix 

(2.22) P*(t) = [p* ( )J _ ~' t =r (m.r)(n .r,) t - e-r . 

We note that ~;(t) is strictly substochastic aud 1~; (t) -+ 2 as 

t -+ 00. From the forward equations -!k~;(t) = ~,~ (t)2* and the 

initial condition ~; (0) = 1:., one finds that - r 

(2.23) ~;(s) = Iooo 
e-atl::;(t)dt = (s[- Q'" )-1 . - ==,. 

To go up from the r - th row to the (r + 1) - st row, the process 
K(t) may go up directly, or go down to (r - 1) - st row first and 
then climbs up twice to the (r + 1) - st row through the r - th' row. 
One sees that 

(2.24) 

~+(t) = e;(t)~: 
+~;(t)v; * ~-1 (t) * ~(t), 

1 ~ r ~ R - 1, 

where a(t) * b(t) denotes the matrix convolution, i.e., (g(t) * 

g(t))mn = L t amk(t - x) bk,.(x)dx . Dy t,r king the Laplace 
k lo 

transform on both sides of (2.24), we obtain 
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(2.25) g:{s) = JJ;;{s)~: + ~;(s)~;g:_l(S)g:(s), 
l~r~R-l. 

From (2 .21) and (2.23) and by setting s = 0, Equation (2.25) leads 
to 

(2.26) (~Dr - ~~ - ~ ~:-1)~: =~:. 

Let 

(2.27) 
~ = ~;!~:; 
~~ = ~;!~~; 
~; = ~;!~;. 

We note that 0 = 0+ + 00 + 0- is a stochastic matrix. The first 
=r =r =r =r 

factor in (2.26) can be rewritten as ~Dr CL - ~~ - ~; ~:-J Since 

~r and ~:-1 are stochastic, the inverse of the above matrix exists 
and one has 

(2.28) ~: = (L - t: - ~;~:_1)-1~:, 1 ~ 7' ::; H - l. 

Since 
&i(s) = ~(s)~ 

= (sL + ~DO - ~~)-1~ 

= (s~;~ + L - ~)-ltC, 

it can be readily seen that 

(2.29) ~ = (L - ~)-1~. 

Hence ~: can be computed recursively by (2 .28) starting with 
(2.29). Similarly for the downward first passa.ge times one has 

(2.30) 
g; (s) = ~;(s)~; + ~;. (s)~: g;+ l (s)g; (s), 

1 ~ r ~ R - 1, 

and g;Js) = ~~(s)~~ = (sL + ~Dn - ~~) -- 1!:!:;. 

This then leads to the recursion formulae 

(2.31) 
~; = (L - ~~ - C g;+ 1) -1q_;, 

1 ~ r ~ R - 1, 

starting with 

(2.32) 

By differentiating (2.25) and (2.30) with resped to s and then 
setting s = 0, the moment recursion formulae can be found: 

(2.33) 

l~r~R - l. 

(2.34) 

(2 .35) 

(2.36) - (I 0° ) - 1 -1 --t;n = = - =n ~DR~R ' 

Upward aud downward first passa.ge times over a Humber of rows 
can be evaluated by differentiating 

(2 .37) 

and 

grr'(s) = ~- (S)g:+1(S) .. ·g:'_ l(S) 

= gr,rl-l (s)g:'_l (s) 

(2.38) 
gr'r(s) = g,-:;(s)g;'_1 (s) .. . g:-rJ (s) 

= ~' .r+1 (s)g;+1 (s) 

where r < r'. One finds that 

(2.39) J.L = J.L s+ + (~'nl s+) . J.L+ 
=rr' =r.r'-l=r' - l :J='''' =) ==,.' - 1/ 

and 

(2.40) J.L = J.L §.- + ( ._ ~+.., §.-:-) . J.L - . 
=r'r =r' .r+l-r + 1 1-r ~ -3 =r+l 

2.3 Erogodic Probabilities 

When ~; are invertible, the ergoclic probabilities f.~~E; (t) = 

~.'; can be efficiently evaluated. By letting t ._-> 00 ill (2 .12), one 
finds that 

Hence when ~; are invertible for r = 1,2, . .. , R, OBe has 

(2.41) 
~;+1 = {~;(~D" - ~:) ) ._- !<~~- l~;I-_l}(~;+1)-1, 

l~r~R - 1. 

Similarly from (2.11)' one has 

(2.42) ~r = ~5(~DO - ~)(~~)-1. 

H ~5 is found, one can calculate !l.; by (2.'11) illlt! (:l,42) recursively. 
It has been shown (Keilson [2]) that !<J.1' is a kfl,·.~ i 6e ll vector, apart 
from a multiplicative factor, of the matrix j3 \\ iLl. eigenvalue one, 

~, 

where 

(2.43) ~ = ~;~(~ + ~g~), 

and is = is ~ ~ ~~ = KgJ. The constant J( can be found 

by normalization, i.e., calculate g; starting witl) gr, by (2.41) and 

(2.42) . Then K = O=~=og;1)-1 and~; = Kg;. 

2.4 Summary of the procedure 

We now summarize the procedure compactly. 

(SI) Find~:, ~~,~;, and ~Dr' 

(S2) ~ = ~D~~:;~ = ~;~;~ = ~D~' !{;~' 

(S3) g: = (L - ~~ - ~;g:_1)-1~;:, 1 ~ r S H - 1, 

starting with 

s+ = (I - 0°)-10+. 
o =. =0 =0 

(S4) ~; = (1, - ~~ - ~:~;+l) - l~;, 1 S r:S R -- 1 

starting with 

(S5) 

~i;, = (1, - ~~)-l~;. 

!!;,~ = (L - ~~ -~; g;:_/ -l 

X (~;! +~; !!;,~-J ) ~~- , 

1 ~ r ~ R - I, 

starting with 

J.L+ = (I - 00)-1/1-1 s+. 
=0 = =0 =DO=O 

The m - th component of J.L+ 1 is the Illea!l hr::1L p:,'::}age time 

of the process 1Y..( t) from (m, r) t~ any state ill the (,--I- l; - st row, 
where 1 is a vector having all components equal to 01lC _ 

starting with 

~1 =~. 

3.3A-2-3 
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The m - th component of p, 1 is the mean first passage time 
=Or 

of the process K(t) from (m,O) to any state in the r - th row. 

-= (1 -00-0+s- )- 1 
{;;,r = =r =,. ="+1 

(87) X (v - 1 +O+p, )s -, 
=Dr =,. =r+1 =r 

1::; r::; R - 1, 

starting with 

p,- = (I - OU ) -1 v -1 S- . 
'=R = =n =Dn =n 

(88) {;;,nr = {;;,n.r+l . ~;+1 + (j=~+2 g,j' )~~I I' 

(89) f3 =v- 1 (vO+v+s-) 
=0 =DO =0 ::::() =1 

(811) 

g}.'+l = {g; (~Dr - ~~) 

- g;-1~;:_1}(~;+ 1) -1, 

1::;r::;R - 1, 

starting with 4 and 

g[ = gZ'(~DO - ~)(~n-1. 

n 
(812) ~; = Kg;where K = 0= g;1)-1. 

r=O 

3. Software Development 

\Ve now develop a computer software for evaluating the ergodic 
probabilities and the mean first passage times for t he model de
scribed in Section 1. APL is used as a progranulliJlg language. It 
should be noted from Figure 1 that the bivariil te ])l'O<:ess is skip 
free in both directions. The row structure can be characterized by 
the following transition rate matrices. 

(3.1) v+ = ( 
=r 0 

[: 

).. 

0 
2p, 

(3.2) g~ = 

(3.3) 

Q 

Q 

).. 

0 ).. 

o 

o 

8p, 

)
o <r< R - 1 

),,0 

:J 
l ::;rS: R - l 

(3.4) go = diag{>.+r"f +jp,, (0 ::; j ::;S- 1),S,.£+rl(1 -0 )+ 
)..(1(1 - 5rn )}, 

where 5rn = 1 if r = Rand 5rH = 0 ot.herwi;;e. We note that 
g;: and g~ are independent of r and ~; = r X. .~ where ~ is also 
independent of r. The transition rat; matice:, d;(Iracteri;ing the 
column structure are given by: 

(: 
).. 

:)o smSS-1 (3.1l'" "g.;, = 2, A 

R, 

AO 
o 

(3.3)" c~~ = mp, X L,l ::; m::; 8 

(3.4) cgD " = diag{A + h + 5 ..... ", .. 
(hl1 - 0) - AO) + mp" 

(0::; j ::; R - 1), A + R, + 5 ..... '" . 
R,(l- 0) + mp,}, 
0::; m::; 8. 

~ 1 0 ::; m::; 8, 

,\0 
o 

The column structure is more attractive than the row structure for 
evaluating the ergodic probabilities since ,.~~. is invertible while 

g; is not. Hence the procedure described in 2.3 is applicable only 
to the column structure. 

The APL programs for calculating t he ergodic probabilities 
and the row-wise mean first passage times are given next with 
detailed explanations. Relevant minor subroutines are described 
ill 3.1. The main program is given in 3.2, and a llumerical example 
in 3.3. 

3.1 Minor subroutines 

."HI .. tOJ'" 
." ~f-HI")( 

tU )( 
t2J ~f-O 

." 

This program first displays the question stored in the argument 
X in ~lphanumeric mode and then accepts tIle input from the user. 

."DIAGtCJ'" 
." Zf-MT DIAG A 

tlJ Zf-(fMT)f(,l-MT)\A 

The first argument MT must be a mat.rix having elements 
either 0 or 1. The second argument A is a Iltlllleric vectoi' where 
the length of A must be equal to the n UllI bel' of e1emen ts of MT 
having the value 1. The program retul'lls the matrix where those 
I-elements of MT are replaced by the values of A ill the order from 
left to right and then up to down . This program is convenient to 
set up transition rate matrices. 

."LEFT[CJQ' 
." Zf-LEFT A;CT;W 

tlJ CTf-l0*-S;Wf-(1'f A)fl 
[2J LP:Z~Z~+/Z~W+.XA 

t3J ~«WA.=Z)vCT)+/IZ-W)fO 

[4J "'f-Z 
tSJ ~LP 

." 

This program calculates the left eigenvector of the matrix A 
associated with eigenvalue one, where A should be entered as the 
argument. The power method is employed and the program termi
nates when the difference of the two consecutive vectors falls below 
10-8 in terms of the absolute norm . 

."SMStCJ'" 
Q' Z~SMS;DD;K 

[lJ Zf-(l+\K)_.=\kf-R+l 
t2J Zf-(ZXLMXTH)+VPf-GMX(l-TH)X«\k)o 

.=l+\k)DIAG\k-l 
[3J VP~VP+(I~Tf-(\K)_.=\K)XLM 

[4J DDf-IDT DIAG l+(SXMU)++/Z 
tSJ Zf-(SIDT-DD+.xZ)+.xDDxSXMU 

Q' 

The matrix C §.~ is calculated by this program. Through the 

first two lines the ~atrix c~~ of (3.2) is st.ored in Z. The lines [3] 
and [4] set up the matrices "g~. of (3.1) il.1l(1 n~u) .. j er (~.4) and 

store them in V P and DD respectively. TIle Il"d,rix ",:; -' is obtained 
in the line [5], reading (S4) of 2.4 in terms of 1,11e Coll~;;m struct ure. 
The matrix V P is not used ill this progralll but, ill V:::Ut'f1 which 
refers to 'il8M8 as a subroutine. It is mon' (ollven!ent. to set up 
V P here than in 'il 8 Ml. The identity mal.rix of LIlt: size (R + 1) X 

(R + 1) is also stored ill IDT for later use. 

3.3A-2-4 
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VSM1[[]]V 
V Z+-SMUI;L 

[1] Z+-SMS;I+-S-l 
[2] LOO~:L+-IDT DIAG l+(IXMU)++/YP 
[3] Z+-(.IDT-L+.xY~+.xZ)+.XLXlxMU 

[4] .(l~I+-I-l)/LOO~ 

v 

This program returns the matrix C §.- which will be used sub
se~~e~tIy in tl~e .p.rogram V ERG for e~{lu ... tillg the crgodic prob
abIlIties. The lIutIal matrix C ~~ is first evaluated by the program 

VSMS and stored in Z. Then C~~,. is calculat.ed recursively using 

(84) of (2.4) in the column structure. III the Ilne 12], (,:~ )-1 
. d' L - Dill IS store 11l where the matrix ,.~! of (3.1)' wlli('h is indepen-
dent of rn, has been stored in V P in the subroutine VSMS. The 
line [3] is the recursion formula (84). We note that cOu = 0 for 
O~rn~S-1. =m 

VMATTH[[]]V 
V MATTH M;YMl 

[1] .(M=~)/Ll 

[2] DA+-ID DIAG 1++/yz+YP+YM1+-YMXM 
[3] TP+-DA+.XYP;TZ+-DA+.XYZ;TM+-DA+.X 

YMl 
[4] .0 
[5] Ll: DA +- 1D DIAG 1++/yz+YM1+-YMXM 
[6] TZ+-DA+.xYZ;TM+-DA+.x YM l 

v 

The matrices ~~ , ~; , and ~~ of (82) for the row structure 
are calculated in this program. The argumeut A1 is I.he row index. 
The matrix ~D! is first stored in D A, and then ~; in T M, ~~ in 

TZ, and C in TP. The matrices ~:' , ~~, and ~~; of (3.1) 
through (3.3) must be generated outside this prugr.alll. 

VUPSPE[[]]V 

[ll SPACE,'NUM8E~ OF SE~YE~S 
',,'IS',S 

[2l S~ACE,'NUM8ER OF MAXIMUN MILLIN 

[3l 
[4] 

[Sl 

[6] 

[ll 
[2J 
[3] 

[4] 
[SJ 
[6] 
[7] 

[1] 

[2l 
[3] 

[4l 

v 

G CUSTOM~RS ',,'IS',R 

SPAC~,'ARRIYAL ~ATE: ',(,'FS. 
2',LM),' 5~~YICE RATE 

',,'FS.2',MU 
SPACE, 'R~TRIAL ~ATE: ' , (, 'FS. 
2"G~),' RETRIAL P~0.A8ILITY 

',,'FS.2',TH 
j 

VPTHEAD[[]lV 
~THEAD;Hl;H2;Ll;L2 

Hl+-' R \ S 
Ll+-'-------
H2+-,«(S+1),4),' 

»,«S+1)'3)f' , 
L2+-,«S+1>,10),' 

SPACE,Hl,H2 
SPACE,Ll,L2 

VI'"MT[[]]V 
)( FMT T'ZZ;I;F 
ZZ+-(I+-l)tf T 

L~:.(A/O_£F+-(WD,DC).Y[r;l)/SKI~ 

SPACE,«IWD,O).X[ll),' I " 
F 
SKI~:.(ZZll+-l+l)/L~ 

The program V PARAM displays the parameters and 
V PT HEAD provides the headings. The program V F MT is the 
format function . 

v UPSPE;~;TZ;TP;TM;MX 3.2 The main program 
[1] MUP+-(~'fsup+-«s+l),S+l)f(SfO),l 

)10 
[2] MATTH 2-~+-2 

[3] MUP[l;;]+-(BID-TZ)+.XDA+.XSUP 
[4] LOOP:MATTH ~-1 
[S] MX+-r/+/MUP[~;;]+-(BID-TZ+TM+.x 

SUP)+.x(DA+TM+.xMUP[~-l;;l)+.x 
sUP 

[6] ~+-~+1 

[7l .( MX1I0*6)/EXIT 
[Sl .(Rl~)/LOOP 

[9l EXIT:STO~+-~-l 

v 

This program calculates J.L+ of (8S) for the row structure. We 

note from Figure 1 (or (83)rthat ~~ has all elements equal to 
zero except the (S + 1, S + 1) element havill g I.hl' value 1. This 
matrix is stored in SUP. Using the program V MA'l'TH, the ma
trices ~~ ,~ , and!: are first calculated. Then in the line [4], 
~~ is evaluated and stored in the three dimensional array MU P. 

The program terminates if the maximum mean first passage time 
exceeds lOG. H this occurs at the r* - th row, J.L+ = Q for r > r*. 

=r -

V DNWARD;INY;~'TZ;TP;TM;MX 

[1] SDN+-MDN+-(R,(S+l),(S+l»fO 
[2J MATTH l+~+-R-l 

[3J SDN[R;;J+-(INY+-SID-TZ)+.XTM 
[4] MDN[R;;]+-INY+.XDA+.XSDN[R;;] 
[S] LOOP:MATTH ~ 

[6J SDN[~;;]+-(INV+-BID-TZ+TP+.XSDN[~ 

+l;;])+.xTM 
[7J MX+-r/+/MDN[~;;J+-INY+.x(DA+TP+.X 

MDN[~+l;;])+.xsDH[~;;] 

[8J ~+-.J-l 

[9J -t( MX1I0*6)/EXIT 
[10] -t<li.J)/LOOP 
[l1l EXITP;TOP+-~+l 

v 

The matrices s- and J.L - are calculated and stored in SDN 
=r =r 

and M DN respectively in this program. Since no special structure 
such as ~~ above is present, the recursion forll1ulae (84) and (S7) 
must be employed. The algorithm termillates when the maximum 
mean ·first passage time exceeds lOG, leaving §.- and J.L - as zero 

-r = r 
matrices beyond that point. 

3.3A-2-5 

v 
VMAIH[[]]9 
MAIN;[]IO;DNF;DHON;UPFfU~ON;lD; 

DA;EG;GM;LM;MU;R;S;TH;YMfYP;YZ; 
DC;SPACE;WD;IWD 

[1] 

[2J 
[3] 

[4] 
CS] 
[6] 
[7] 
[S] 

[9] 

[10l 

DIO+-l;sPACE+-3" ';wD+-I0f IWD+-S 
lWD+-S;WD+-10 
INP 
PREP S+l 
ERG 
PTERG 
UPRES 
PTUP 
DN~IE. 

PTDN 

The main program consists of the eight major subprograms. 
VI N P accepts relevant parameter values from I he user. Based on 
those values, the transition rate matrices are pI epared in V PREP. 
V ERG computes the ergodic probabilities allJ \7 }>1' l<7HG displays 
tIle results at the terminal. VU P RES and \71> N RES calculate 
the mean upward and downward first passa.ge times respectively. 
Y PTU P and V PT DN are the corresponding printing functions. 
Further explanations of the subroutines now follow. 

9IH~[[]]V 

v IN~ 

[ll S+-HIP '~NTE~ TH~ NUM.E~ OF SERY 
IEItS. , 

[2l It+-NIP 'ERTER THE MAXIMUM HUM"E~ 
OF MILLING CUSTOMERS. ' 

[3l LM+-NIP 'ENTER THE ARRIYAL RATE 
LAMBDA. , 

[4] MU+-NIP 'ENTER THE SERYICE RATE 

MU. , 
[5J GM~NIP 'ENTER THE RETURN RATE G 

AM~A. ' 

[6l TH+-NIP 'ENTER THE RETRIAL PROJIIA 
8ILIT." THETA.' 

This program accepts relevant parameter values from the user. 
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~~~E~[D]~ 

~ .. REP K;V 
[1] VN~GMXV~(l+\K) •• =\K 
[2] VN[KfK]~GMX1-TH 

[3] v"~(K,K)'«-1+K*2)'0),LMXTH 

[4] VZ~(VXLM)+MUx«\K)·.=l+\K)DXAG\ 

K-l 

The transition rate matrices ~+ , ~o, and ~~;: in (3.1) through 
(3.3) are prepared and stored in V P, V Z, and V M respectively 
in this program. We note that both t: and ~ are independent of 

r . Furthermore ~~;: is also independent of r. 

~ERG[D]~ 

~ ERG;XDT'VV;V";~ 

[1] EG~«S+l),(R+l»'O 
[2] EG[l;]~LEFT(XDT DXAG l++/v ,,)+.x 

v~+.xsMl 

[3] EG[-1+~~3;]~(EG[1;]+.xVV~XDT 

DXAG+/V .. )+MU 
[4] LOOP:EG[~;]~«EG[~-l;]+.xVV+XDTX 

(~-2)XMU)-EG[~-2;]+.xv")+MuX~-1 

CS] ~«.+l)l~~~+l)/Loo" 

[6] EG~ •• EG++/+/EG 
v 

The ergodic probabilities are calculated in this progra.m using 
Equations (89) through (812) in terms of the column structure. 
The subroutine "il 8 M1 returns the intial maLrix <'f~-' Then the 

lefteigen vector g}; of f3 in (89) associated with cigcll value one is 
=0 

stored in the first row of the (8 + 1) X (ll -j- 1) IlInt.rix EG. We 
note that the ergodic probabilities are calcubLt·J II.siug the column 
structure. Therefor the transition ra.te matrices employed here are 
c~+ ,e ~o ,and c~- in (3.1) through (3 .3) aJ\ ~ 1 a('(' different from 
th~~e e~t~blished i~ "il PREP where the row tiLIUdure is taken. 
Hence the variables VV and V P here are localized with respect to 
"il ERG. The line [4] is the recursion formula and the normalization 
of (812) is done in the line [6]. 

[1] 

[2] 
[3] 
[4] 
CS] 
[6] 

[7] 
[B] 
[9] 
[10] 

VPTE~G[D]V 

~ ~TI:~G 

v 

'AL%GN "A~E~ AND HXT ~I:TURN' 

rJ 
2 1 f' , 
PA~AN 

SPACE,' ERGODXC PRO.A.XLXTY AT 
eR, S )' 

S .. ACE,34,'-' 
PTHEAD 
DC~s 

C.O,\R)FMT EG 

This program prints out the ergodic probabilities. 

~U"RES[D]~ 
~ U"RES;MUP;STOP;X;~;SUP;MON 

[1] UP5PE 
[2J UPF~UPON~(R,S+1),R-X~R+2-~~2 
[3] UPON[R;]~UPF[R;]~+/MON~MUP[l;;] 

[4] Lp:uPF[X~X-l;]~+/MUP[~;;] 
[5] UPON[X;]~+/MON~(MON+.XSUP)+sup+ 

.XMUP[~;;] 

[6J ~(STOP1~~~+1)/LP 

v 

. The mean upward first passage times from (rn, r) to any state 
11l the (r + 1) - st row as well as those from (rn,O) to any state 

in the r-th row are calculated in this program and stored in UP F 
and U PO N respectively. The first row of the matrices corresponds 
to the highest row R of the model, and the last row to the lowest 
row O. The matrices J.L+ are calculated and stored ill MU P in the 

program "ilf!PSPE. The matrix t: which is iudepelldent of r is 
also st~red m 8U P in the subroutine. Equation lSG) is used for 
evaluatmg J.L • The row sums of J.L+ and J.L are the desired results 

=Or =r =Or . 
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~PTUP[DJ~ 

~ .. TUP 
[lJ 31'" 
[2J 'ALXGN PAPER AND HXT RETURN.' 

[3J rJ 
[4J SPACE,' MEAN FXRST PASSAGE TXME 

C ONE STEP U .. WARDS )' 
[5] SPACE,46,'-' 
[6J PTHEAD 
[7J DC~l 

[BJ <.O,\R-l)FMT U .. F 
[9~ 3 1 " , 
[10J 'ALXGN PAPER AND HXT RETURN' 

[11J rJ 
[12J SPACE,' MEAN FXRST PASSAGE TXME 

( FROM ZERO TO R MXLLXNG CUSTOM 

ERS )' 
[13J SPACE,61,'-' 
[14] pTHEAD 
[15] <.\R)FMT UP OH 

V 

This program prints out the results from "il UP RES. The fol
lowing two functions are the counterparts of "il U RES and "il PTU P 
for the downward mean first passage times. 

VDNRES[OJV 
V DN~ES;SDN;MDN;STOP;I;MRN'.~H;~ 

[1] DNWARD 
[2] DNF~DNoN~CR,·+1),R-l+I~~-2-~~1 
[3] DNF[l'J~DHON[l;J~+/MRN~MDN[R;;J 

[4J .~N~ID 

[sJ LooP:DNF[~~~+l;J~+/MDH[I;;J 
[6] DHOH[~;]~+/MRN~(MRH+.XSDN[I;;J) 

+(SRN~SRH+.X.DH[X+l;;J)+.XMDN[I; 

f] 
[7J ~<sTO~il~X-l)/LOOP 

v 
... .. TDN[O]~ 

V PTDN 

[lJ 3 1 " , 
[2J 'ALXGN PAPER AND HXT RETURN.' 
[3J rJ 
[4] SPACE,' MEAH FXRST .. ASSAGE TIME 

< OHE STEP DOWHWARDS )' 
[5] 

[6] 
[7] 
[8] 

[9] 
[10] 
[11] 

C12J 

[13] 
[14J 
[1sJ 

... ACE,4B,'-' 
PTHEAD 
DC~3 

<.\r;:)FMT DNF 

3 1 " , 
'ALXGN PA .. ER AND HIT ~ETU~N.' 
rJ 
SPACE,' MEAN ~XRST PASSAGE TIME 
CF~ON NAX TO ~ MXLLXNG CU.TOME~ . )' 
.PACE.60,'-' 
.. THEAD 
(.O.\~-l)~MT DNON 

3.3 An example 
To illustrate how to use this software, a simple llumerical ex

ample is given. 

MAIN 
ENTER THE NUM.ER OF SERYEP.S. 

0: 
5 

ERTER THE MAXXMUM NUMBER OF MXLLING CUSTOMERS. 

0: 
20 

EHTEP. THE ARRXVAL RATE LAMBDA. 

c: 
2.0 

ENTEr;: THE SERVXCE RATE MU. 
c: 

1.0 
ENTEP. THE RETURN RATE GAMMA. 

c: 
3.0 

ENTER THE RET.UAL PROBABILITY THETA. 

c: 
0.7 

ALXGN PAPER AND HIT RETURN 



NUMBEIt O~ SCItYCItS 5 
NUMBEIt o~ MAI<IMUN MIL.L.ING CUSTOMEItS 20 

AR'UYAL. RATE : 2.00 SERYICE ItATE 1.00 
ItETItIAL. RATE : 3.00 RETItIAL. ~ItOBA81L.lTY 0.70 

CItDODlC ~ltO.A.IL.ITY AT ( R , 5 ) 

-.---------------------------------
R \ 5 2 3 5 

6 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00001 

5 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00001 0.00002 0.00005 

4 0.00000 0.00001 0.00004 0.00008 0.00015 0.0002 4 

3 0.00002 0.00010 0.00025 0.00049 0.00078 0.00111 

2 0.00022 0.00082 0.00173 0.00270 0.00356 0.00421 

1 0.00259 0.00752 0.01188 0.01390 0.01378 0.01249 

0 0.12967 0.25934 0.25817 0.16908 0.07959 0.02537 

MEAN ~I".T ~AS.ADE TIME ( ONE STE~ U~MAltDII ) 

----------------------------------------------
It \ 11 0 2 3 5 

7 4334030.0 4333107.0 4329341.0 4312360.6 4228374.4 3775704.7 
6 558604.9 558413.1 557717.0 554894.8 542228.7 479783.7 

5 78888.4 78842.4 78696.1 78169.5 76048.0 66568.7 

4 12338.7 12325.7 12290.1 12178.1 11778.3 10177.4 

3 2167.7 2163.3 2153.1 2125.4 2039.2 1734.3 

2 436.0 434.3 "30.7 422.6 400.9 334.2 

1 103.1 102.2 100.7 97.8 91.3 74.3 

0 29.6 29.1 28.3 27.1 24.7 19.5 

~I".T ~A.S"OE TIME ( ..... 0101 ZE .. O TO It MlL.L.ING CUSTOMEltS ) 

-------------------------------------------------------------
~ 

~ It \ S 0 2 3 5 > 
~ 8 433"406.9 "334406.4 4334405.6 "33"404." "334402.0 4334396.7 

~ 7 558702.1 558701.6 558700.9 558699.6 558697.3 558692.0 
6 78918.5 78918.0 78917.2 78916.0 78913.6 78908.3 
5 12349.8 12349.3 12348.5 12347.3 12344.9 12339.7 

" 2172.3 2171.8 2171.1 2169.8 2167.5 2162.2 
3 438.1 437.6 "36.8 435.6 433.2 428.0 
2 103.8 103.3 102.6 101.3 99.0 93.7 
1 29.6 29.1 28.3 27.1 24.7 19.5 

~I"ST ~"S.AOE TIME ( ONC STE~ DOMN .. ,."D. ) 

--------------------------.. ---------------------
It \ S 0 2 3 5 

20 0.017 0.017 0.017 0.017 0.018 0.047 
19 0.018 0.018 0.018 0.018 0.019 0.052 
18 0.019 0.019 0.019 0.019 0.020 0.055 
17 0.020 0.020 0.020 0.020 0.021 0.058 
16 0.021 0.021 0.021 0.021 0.022 0.061 
15 0.022 0.022 0.022 0.022 0.024 0.065 
14 0.02" 0.024 0.024 0.024 0.026 0.069 
13 0.026 0.026 0.026 0.026 0.028 0.074 
12 0.028 0.028 0.028 0.028 0.030 0.079 
11 0.030 0.030 0.030 0.030 0.033 0.086 
10 0.033 0.033 0.033 0.034 0.037 0.093 

9 0.037 0.037 0.037 0.037 0.041 0.102 
8 0.042 0.042 0.042 0.042 0.046 0.112 
7 0.048 0.048 0.048 0.048 0.053 0.126 
6 0.056 0.056 0.056 0.056 0.063 0.143 

0.067 0.067 0.067 0.068 0.076 0.165 
4 0.083 0.083 0.084 0.085 0.096 0.198 
3 0.111 0.111 0.112 0.114 0.130 · 0.247 
2 0.167 0.167 0.168 0.173 0.197 0.338 

0.334 0.335 0.339 0.351 0.394 0.572 

MEAN ~I".T ~A •• "OE TIME (~"OM MAl< TO .. MIL.L.ING CUSTOME"'. ) 

------------------------------------------------------------
.. , 5 0 2 3 4 5 

19 0.017 0.017 0.017 0.017 0.018 0.047 
18 0.034 0.034 0.034 0.036 0.068 0.099 
17 0.053 0.053 0.056 0.088 0.123 0.154 
16 0.073 0.077 0.109 0.145 0.180 0.212 
15 0.099 0.133 0.170 0.206 0.241 0.272 
14 0.158 0.196 0.234 0.270 0.305 0.337 
13 0.226 0.264 0.302 0.338 0.373 0.405 
12 0 .• 299 0.337 0.375 0.411 0.446 0.478 
11 0.376 0.415 0.453 0.489 0.524 0.555 
10 0.460 0.499 0.536 0.573 0.608 0.639 

9 0.551 0.590 0.627 0.663 0.698 0.730 
8 0.650 0.689 0.726 0.762 0.797 0.829 
7 0.759 0.797 0.835 0.871 0.906 0.938 
6 0.880 0.919 0.956 0.992 1.027 1.059 
5 1.016 1.055 1.093 1.129 1.164 1.195 
4 1.174 1.212 1.250 1.286 1.321 1.353 
3 1.359 1.398 1.435 1.-472 1.507 1.538 
2 1.588 1.627 1.664 1.701 1.736 1.767 
1 1.896 1.935 1.972 2.008 2.043 2.075 
0 2."11 2.450 2.488 2.524 2.559 2.590 
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